American killed when Israel stopped shipment for Gaza

The Israeli action that killed 9 was news yesterday. Today the news is one of the 9 was an American citizen. And The Washington Post thought that breaking news.

News Alert: American citizen was among those killed in Israeli raid of Turkish aid ship
09:57 AM EDT Thursday, June 3, 2010
---------------------

JERUSALEM – An American citizen of Turkish origin was among the nine Turks killed in a botched Israeli effort to stop a Turkish aid ship from reaching the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip, a Turkish official said on Thursday.

"It's a Turkish origin, American citizen. We know that," the official said by phone from Turkey, adding that more details were not yet available.

The nine bodies were flown home from Israel to Turkey, along with hundreds of activists, aboard a Turkish plane yesterday. Israel was not able to identify the bodies because the dead had no identification on them, Israeli officials said.

The killing of nine Turks has created enormous tensions in the relationship between Israel and Turkey. Israel has come under widespread criticism following the operation, aimed at maintaining a blockade of Gaza. Israel accused the Turkish contingent of being part of a radical Islamic movement and showed video of passengers attacking naval commandos as they landed on board.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/GWSCIY/NEXIU/EDOLHJ/LBRWRX/9E9FD/YT/t

Search term: american killed israeli That seemed to be the best I could do.

The first search produced 326 tweets.
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